
Prisoners: Present Discussion and Contribution to the Future European Union 

Spread of information summary (up to date: 7th November, 2016)

Finalizing events of this Project, information is being distributed through various media channels.
In previous summaries, we have provided information about Project events and in this summary, we
have included last event (in Greece), and made  conclusions of all Project events. As foreseen in
Project application form, we aim to ensure the spread of information as wide as possible. Therefore,
we took the results  of Project and conclusions of Project  events and introduced them in many
different events (e.g.,  conferences in the society of sports, justice, minorities and other fields of
interests). Please find more detailed description of dissemination below.



Additional informational spread:
1.  In  event  ‘Euroleague  Basketball  One  Team  The  sixth  annual  workshop  Barcelona',  2016,
September 20th, our partner 'Kauno Žalgiris’ basketball team club, Ms. Akvilė Dagilytė (director),
represented our cooperation and results of their project ‘One Team’ (‘Žalgiris’ basketball players
meet teenagers from Socialization center and have theory and practise in order to show good values
through  basketball).  Ms.  A.  Dagilytė  presented  ‘Novi  Homines’  Project  ‘Prisoners:  Present
Discussion and Contribution to the Future European Union’ and drawed special attention to the
information from events in Greece (she attended them). More information  here.  (100 people, 30
teams of Euroleague).

http://zalgiris.lt/basketball/one-team/


2.  ‘Novi  Homines’ Project  manager  Ms.  Ieva  Jasaitytė  was  invited  and  attended  “European
Citizenship  in  Challenging  Times”,  a  conference  organised  by  the  European  Commission,  in
partnership with EUROM, Solidarity Foundation, the University of Barcelona, and the Municipality
of Barcelona, under the “Europe for Citizens” programme 2014-2020. The event took place on 31st
May, 2016. This programme aims to bring the European Union (EU) closer to citizens, to contribute
to citizens’ understanding of the EU, its history and diversity, to foster European citizenship and to
improve conditions for civic and democratic participation at Union level. During the conference,
questions and discussion sessions, Ms. I. Jasaitytė had opportunity to shortly introduce the Project
and share Project results with representatives of many different organisations from different fields
of interests (prisons, municipalities, NGOs) and different countries (France, Italy, Poland, Czech
Republic, Romania, Latvia, Estonia, etc.). Also, there was an opportunity to have a discussion about
problematic questions, that emmerged during the project. One of them was about different and not
efficient regulation of human rights in imprisonment institutions in EU level.  You can find the
questions  and answers  provided by Francisco  Fonseca Morillo  (European Commission,  Deputy
Director-General Justice and Consumers) here (from ~30 minute): here

Programme of all event: here             (100 people)

https://citizenshipmemory2016.teamwork.fr/docs/programme.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfWlyl1kpVs


3.  Attendance  in  conference  for  Lithuania’s  Probational  services,  presenting  international
experience from different EU countries, regarding Parole Commission functioning principles: here
                          (30 people)

4. There were many other small events in Lithuania, where Project results were represented, but
perhaps  the  most  important  events  in  Lithuania  was  ‘Novi  Homines’  meeting  with  Prison
department  of  Lithuania  (director  of  Prison  department  Ms.  Živilė  Mikėnaitė,  director  of
Resocialization Mr. Česlovas Jocius, specialist for planning and innovation Ms. Živilė Bagdonaitė,
administration staff) on 27th of September, 2016.             (10 people)

5.  ‘Novi  Homines’ organized  Seminar  for  Kaunas  Remand Prison employees  (security,  human
rights, behavior with minorities, communication between staff members, importance of cooperation
between  public  and  private  sectors),  regarding  ‘Novi  Homines’ experience  gained  in  Project
‘Prisoners: Present Discussion and Contribution to the Future European Union’ events.   (50 people)

6. ‘Novi Homines’ volunteers psychologists visits to ‘Kaunas Remand Prison’ and ‘Kaunas Juvenile
Remand  Prison-Correction  House’,  presentation  of  Project  results,  conversations  with  staff,
generation of ideas to be held in imprisonment institutions in order to have better reintegration
process and apply international experience.             (50 people)

7.  ‘Novi  Homines’  administration  organized  seminar  for  ‘Kaunas  Juvenile  Remand  Prison-
Correction  House’,  where  professionals  from different  fields  attended:  law,  social  integration,
psychology,  administration,  prison  staff,  educators.  There  were  presented  Project  results,  and
different  ways  of  solving problems in related fields  in  different  countries  (Germany,  Romania,
Greece, Spain, Portugal, other).           (100 people)

http://www.kaldep.lt/lt/kalejimu-departamentas/auktualijos/naujienos-kaldep/p40/kalejimu-departamente-aptartos-g17h.html


8. ‘Novi Homines’ administration meetings held in Police schools in different cities of Lithuania:
Kaunas, Vilkaviškis, Šakiai, Salantai. Experience of imprisonment institutions in different countries
were presented for policemen who are working with detained or high-risk behavior teenagers.

 (30 people)

9. Also,  seminars for young policemen (children from age of 12 years) were organized in order to
show different career opportunities in different fields of administrations in penal system in Police
schools in different cities of Lithuania: Kaunas, Vilkaviškis, Šakiai, Salantai.                 (200 people)



10. The 1st in Lithuania’s history art painting made by prison inmate was sold. The painting is called
‘Laivas’. The selling idea was initiated by ‘Novi Homines’ (finding author, piece of art, making
commercials, preparing legal acts for Lithuania’s Prison Department and Lithuania’s Ministry of
Justice).  This  act  is  very  important  for  several  reasons.  Firstly,  until  now,  such  ‘selling’ was
forbidden, not possible to happen. In this point of view, ‘Novi Homines’ received a lot of attention
from the society as 1st organization that managed to legalize and actually manage to make happen
such act. Secondly, such act is very important for changing mind of public society. We have to
understand that each inmate has an ability to work and to sell his art in order to provide some goods
(‘wealth’) to society: it does not matter, if it is money that goes to the victim, or bailiff office, or it is
goods that are voluntarily made and given as charity. Thirdly, it is a way to show that we can create
possibility for inmates to create some value, become a part of society and include them into creation
of society’s well-being. Moreover, according to many researches, inmates in well-being countries
(e.g.  Germany) are usually occupied 90% of their  time (e.g.  going to school,  to psychologists,
having ability to work, etc.) and in other countries (e.g. Lithuania), occupation rate of inmates is
~40 %. That means that ~60% of time inmates are free to do nothing. Creating possibilities for
inmates’  art  creating  and  selling  is  a  way  of  increasing  their  occupation  in  imprisonment
institutions.      (2280 views, 114 likes)



11. As a result of gained knowledge form different countries during the Project activities, ‘Novi
Homines’ and ‘Kaunas Remand Prison’ implemented resocialization activities for inmates. During
the activities, inmates made wooden furniture. The wood was donated by private sector and ‘Novi
Homines’ partners. Volunteers from Vytautas Magnus university (art students) together with ‘Novi
Homines’ volunteers and Kaunas Remand Prison employees worked together with inmates. During
the process, inmates learned how to work with wood, also gained new cooperation skills. On 2nd of
August, wooden furniture were given as a present to ‘Novi Homines’ partner – Kaunas Botanical
Garden. Here     (30 people, 1000 internet views, press release)

http://botanika.vdu.lt/naujienos/botanikos-sodo-parka-papuose-nuteistuju-dovana


12. ‘Novi Homines’ co-funder, lawyer Mr. Aivaras Daukantas – was invited for an interview in
Lithuania’s National Radio and Television (LRT). The interview was about occupation of prison
inmates  in  Lithuania  and  other  countries,  employment  of convicts  in  prisons  (‘Nuteistųjų
užimtumas’). It is a high achievement for an NGO to be invited to National Radio and Television
twice: during the Opening event of the project (2015 November) and after all Project events were
over (1st August, 2016). here   

(~20 000 listeners)

http://lrvab.lrt.lt/en/archive/31404/


13. Project results and current problems related with the field were introduced in political level.
‘Novi Homines’ contacted candidates for Parliament election of Lithuania and raised imprisonment
related questions (occupation, human rights, employment, staff qualification, facilities, etc). Also, 
‘Novi Homines’ co-funder, lawyer Mr. Aivaras Daukantas attended elections as candidate. Project
results and questions were discussed during National political debates (on television ‘LNK’, one of
the most famous journalists in Lithuania Andrius Tapinas debates, also on local debates). What is
more, imprisonment related questions were included into Candidate’s political programme (spread
~1800 printed copies, also on internet). Here 

http://lnkgo.alfa.lt/visi-video/lietuvos-sprendimas-seimo-rinkimai-2016/ziurek-lietuvos-sprendimas-kurso-apygarda


14. As a result of Project events, ‘Novi Homines’ organized Psychological well-being questionnaire.
Together with professional translators of Vilnius university (biggest in Lithuania), and sociologists
of Mykolas Romeris University, we have prepared a questionnaire of psychological wealth of prison
inmates and ex-prison inmates, in order to compare volunteered and non-volunteered groups. This
questionnaire will be held in most of EU countries, including Germany, Spain, Romania, Greece,
and  others.  ‘Novi  Homines’  volunteers  prepared  translated  questionnaire  into  7  languages:
Lithuanian, English, Latvian, German, Spanish, French, Polish. The survey was held from July to
November. The results of the questionnaire are analyzed and will be considered as a background for
further projects. At the moment, the results are very important and used in imprisonment institutions
in different areas. The Project and the questionnaire results will be presented to public society.

Results of the questionnaire:
Attended 130 men (no women).



Nationality:

The results of the questionnaire showed that there is a significant connection between psychological
well-being and voluntary work (those inmates who has voluntary experience, are tend to feel more
psychological wealthy). Also, such inmates show higher self-esteem score. 

More detailed analysis of the questionnaire will be published in www.novihomines.lt .

http://www.novihomines.lt/


Also, usual and same methods of informational spread were used:

15. As before, all activities were available to see on-line (http://www.novihomines.lt/tv ).

16.  Detailed  information  with  descriptions  about  events  was published in  special internet  page
(http://novihomines.lt/prisoners ) with many photos from each event.

17. Videos on Youtube.
18. Information was spread through Facebook on Novi Homines and project partners’ pages.

19. We used many colorful and informative flyers and posters that would attract attention of local
residents about the upcoming events.

20. We also kept collaborating with local news agencies  in order  to get more attention  Press and
media in events. Video of Aivaras Daukantas, Lawyer and CEO of Novi Homines, giving interview
for television: here .

Television in Greece, Heraklion, Crete:

http://novihomines.lt/blog/prisoners-pdactfeu-event-in-barcelona/
http://novihomines.lt/prisoners


21. In order to ensure very wide spread to underrepresented groups of people, we kept collaboration
with governmental and non-governmental organizations: the juvenile standings  officers, Romeris
university, faculties of Law and Social sciences, Vytautas Magnus university faculty of Law;  and
started collaborating with new ones: Lithuania’s Ambassy in Warshaw, Poland, ‘Collegium Civitas’
university in Warshaw, Poland, NGO from Athens, Greece ‘Artemis – Amaka Art Therapy Greece’,
Prisons in Croatia, Latvia, Poland.



In the photo, ‘Novi Homines’ lawyer Aivaras Daukantas is presenting Project results in ‘Collegium
Civitas’, Warshaw, Poland (attending prison staff, university lecturers, students, NGO’s).

Foreign students  from these  universities  (from Poland,  Germany,  Switzerland,  Portugal,  Africa,
Ukrain)  will  voluntarily  share  experience  gained  in  ‘Novi  Homines’ from  abroad  to  socially
excluded groups in Lithuania.

22. The film about imprisonment conditions in Lithuania was shown to the attendees of Young
Policemen  School  (children  and  teenagers  at  the  age  12-18,  the  school  works  in  15  cities  in
Lithuania and there are more than 500 children in this school.), also to prison inmates in several
Lithuanian countries.

23.  The  spread  of  information  was  continued  to  interested  groups,  as  well  as  project  partners
organizations.

24. Partners as well were asked to put the information about project activities in their official pages
and share information on Facebook.

25. Facebook statistics (only Novi Homines page, main posts from March to November) continued
growing and reached 10 000 – 30 000 people (including views, likes, comments, reactions, also
overall statistics). The spread of information continued growing in different countries (EU and non-
EU).

26. Internet page reach remained quite the same, with minor increase.



27. We collected scientific material in related field and used it during our project events, as well as
we summarized the material and shared it to our non-associated partners.

28. Several significant changes in political level were done in Lithuanian and world-wide level. We
do not  consider  this  political  act  as  a  result  of  our  events,  but  we strongly believe  that  Novi
Homines with this project is making a huge impact to society view in related field and that those
events only show that imprisonment is a complicated field and further projects and improvements
are essential.

E.g.,  Lithuania’s  Minister  of  Justice  Juozas  Bernatonis  attended  the  European  Socialist  Party
Ministers of Justice meeting in Riga and supported proposals on the enforcement of sentences of
restructuring the system of the EU. Here 

E.g., Pope held a special Mass for prisoners, here. 

E.g., Bad conditions of imprisonment institutions in Lithuania were widely discussed in political
level. Accurate decisions were implemented: new imprisonment facilities will be built (in Šiauliai
city and in Skuodas city).

E.g.,  During last two years, Lithuania’s Department of Prisons started to invite more NGO’s to
cooperate. The same situation is with every prison in Lithuania: more and more NGO’s are invited
to cooperate, taking ‘Novi Homines’ Project as an example.

In conclusion, so far we have reached: 2 042 708  people over the participants target group. 
(1 888 327 from the beginning of the project until 26th   January +  51 697 from 26th January until
31st March + 102 684 from 31st March until 7th November).

http://en.radiovaticana.va/news/2016/11/06/pope_francis_to_prisoners_never_lose_hope_in_god%E2%80%99s_mercy/1270460
http://tm.lt/naujienos/pranesimasspaudai/2366

